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Abstract
The complete flow topology forming around a simplified two-wheel landing gear model is investigated
experimentally by employing the hydrogen bubble visualization technique. Consideration is given to a
number of wheel models with varying geometric complexity. Identified flow structures are linked to
geometric parameters of the model. The presence of the main strut has been found to influence the
dynamics of the flow above the wheels. In this upper region, depending on the wheel geometry, the flow
along the perimeter of the wheels either forms a large separation region with identified slant vorticity or
remains attached. The presence of interior wheel wells has been found to cause cross-stream flow
ejection and therefore has a potential to be a high source of noise. The flow below the wheels has been
found to roll-up, forming large scale vortical structures. The frequency of formation of these vortices is
analyzed based on the distance between the visualized structures. Throughout the paper, conceptual
understandings of the complex vortical structures forming around the landing gear are discussed.
1. Introduction
In recent years, noise generated by aircraft has become one of the principle issues in aviation design. An
increasing concern over the negative impacts of aircraft noise on public health has resulted in the
implementation of more stringent noise standards in recent years by the aviation authorities [1, 2].
Landing gear in particular have been identified as an important contributor to total airframe noise [3].
Traditionally, landing gear are designed with utilitarian goals and as such are particularly susceptible to
noise generation due to their complex geometry, bluff nature, and position on an aircraft [4].
Landing gear noise is the result of fluctuating flow and surface pressures created by fluid flow interacting
with the landing gear surfaces [6]. Landing gear are complex systems, comprised of several components.
Complex interactions with these components result in a flow field that is highly three-dimensional,
unsteady, and turbulent. In an effort to understand the noise generating mechanisms of landing gear,
previous investigations have made use of a variety of experimental and computational techniques to great
benefit. In most of these investigations, the geometry has been simplified; fine surface details have been
removed and only major components have been included in the test models. On a 4-wheel landing gear
geometry, Quayle et al [7] studied the change in acoustic response with changes in geometric details
along with acoustic localizations of noise generation. Zawdowny et al [8] made similar acoustic
measurements as well as surface pressure measurements for 2-wheel landing gears. Experimental
measurements of Lazos [4, 9] involved surface oil film, surface pressure, and PIV measurements to
investigate the flow field of a 4-wheel landing gear. CFD simulations of both 2-wheel and 4-wheel
landing gear [5, 10, 11] have shown that a very complex, three-dimensional flow develops in the near
wake. The LAGOON research [12, 13] made use of both experimental and numerical techniques to
provide a database of acoustic properties and flow structures for a simplified 2-wheel landing gear. This
brief review makes clear that numerous investigation techniques have been applied, and despite all the
efforts, an understanding of the noise generation mechanisms in landing gear still remains unresolved.
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The research presented in this paper is an experimental investigation of the unsteady flow topology
forming around two-wheel landing gear systems in an effort to understand and explain noise generation
mechanisms. All experiments were conducted in a water flow facility, employing the hydrogen bubble
visualization technique. To the authors' knowledge, a water facility and this experimental technique have
not been used before in the investigation of landing gear flow fields. Compared to a wind tunnel facility,
the water medium has the advantage of slowing down the flow dynamics under comparable flow
conditions, enabling the time-resolved analyses. Thereby, the water flow facility provides an excellent
medium to decipher very complex flow fields, dominated by vortices and vortex-body interactions. The
non-traditional experimental approach pursued in this research identifies previously unnoticed flow
phenomena. During the course of experiments, attempts to link the identified flow structures to the
geometry of the model has been undertaken by employing multiple test models of varying geometric
complexity. The results are used to postulate conceptual models of the three-dimensional flow structures
and identify key areas for potential noise generation.
2. Experimental System and Techniques
2.1. The Complete Landing Gear Model and the Flow Facility
Experiments were conducted in a recirculating-type water channel, located at the University of Toronto
Institute for Aerospace Studies. The main test section of this channel has an area of 0.61m x 0.68m and a
length of 5m. The interior of the test section is visually accessible from all sides. The model used in the
present study was a simplified two-wheel landing gear with components scaled to 30% of those on a
representative Bombardier aircraft. The complete test model consists of two identical wheels, an axle, a
main strut and a support strut, as shown in Figure 1. The support strut was added in order to prevent
structural oscillations. To minimize the disturbances to the flow in the vicinity of the wheels, this support
was placed 1.5D away from the axle centerline. The blockage ratio of the setup was 8.3%.
a)

b)

c)

Figure 1. (a) and (b) show the complete test model, and (c) shows the division of the flow field into three
distinct regions for ease of analyses.
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2.2. Investigation Technique
The current study made use of the hydrogen bubble visualization technique. This technique is based on
the generation of a hydrogen bubble sheet by electrolyzing the water on the surface of a fine wire. The
complete experimental setup is shown in Figures 2a and 2b. Two copper prongs, which act as the anode,
suspends a 100-µm-diameter platinum wire 101mm upstream of the model centerline. The vertical
location of the wire was fully adjustable over the entire range of the model. A copper bar, which served as
the cathode, was placed downstream of the model to complete the electrolysis circuit powered by a DC
power supply. The copper prongs were coated with insulating material to limit bubble production to the
surface of the platinum wire. The current was tuned to provide a continuous high-density sheet of
hydrogen bubbles with small diameters to prevent rise error [14]. The flow speed was limited to 0.19 m/s
due to the limitations of this visualization technique, resulting in a Reynolds number of 31,500 (based on
wheel diameter). No tripping was implemented on the model during this preliminary stage of the
investigation. Further experiments on the design of proper tripping devices are currently underway within
the research group. These trips will be used to artificially mimic the effects of high flight Reynolds
numbers under the experimental condition of low Reynolds numbers in future landing gear investigations.
Models of the low-Reynolds number flow presented in this paper serves as a basis of understanding for
high-Reynolds number conditions.
a)

b)

c)

Figure 2. Experimental setup of the hydrogen bubble visualization system; dual lighting system and dual
camera recording.
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It was found that the bubble sheet did not remain planar; instead the sheet had different elevations in the
interior region (between the wheels) and exterior region (outside the wheels) as shown in the sketch of
Figure 2a. To illuminate both regions simultaneously a dual lighting system was employed. The use of
multiple light colors enabled the differentiation of elevation changes between the interior and exterior
regions. Visual blockage of the interior region due to the wheels was eliminated by use of a reflection
mirror, located 1.92m downstream of the model. Illumination of the interior flow region between the
wheels was achieved through this mirror system (Figure 2c). During the course of the investigation, the
vertical location of the platinum wire was changed to investigate various planes in the flow field. To
visualize the complete flow field, fifteen vertical wire locations were chosen. Two high-resolution video
cameras were used to record the bubble movements. One was located below the channel, fixed in position
at 60 degrees for optimal bubble brightness (camera 1 in Figure 2a). The second camera was positioned
on the side and was moved to various positions according to the particular position of the platinum wire
(camera 2 in Figure 2a).
2.3. Landing Gear Wheel Models
The purpose of the current study was to investigate the unsteady flow topology forming about two-wheel
landing gears. Attempts were made to link the identified flow structures to the geometric parameters of
the wheels. The investigation began on a simplified model, consisting of two cylindrical wheels with no
grooves and an edge radius of 1cm (model 1 in Figure 3). This served as a baseline model for comparison.
Additional wheel models with varying levels of geometric complexity (tiers) were developed and tested
as shown in Figure 3. Changing the wheel edge radius and adding geometric details (grooves, chines and
wells) step by step during the investigation made it possible to isolate the effects of each geometric detail
on the flow field. For the sake of brevity, only the results of selected models (marked by red dots in
Figure 3) have been included in the paper.
Model
1
2
3
6
7

Geometric Parameters
No grooves, 1cm edge radius
No grooves, 1.5cm edge radius
No grooves, 2cm edge radius
Includes grooves, 2cm edge radius
No grooves, includes interior / exterior
wheel wells
(Bombardier provided*)
9
No grooves, includes chines and
interior / exterior wheel wells
(Bombardier provided*)
10
Includes grooves, chines and capped
interior/exterior wells (Bombardier
provided*)
*note: Models provided by Bombardier exhibit
compound edge radius, approx in the range 1.5-2cm

Figure 3. Wheel models with varying complexity levels. Only the models, indicated by red dots, were used
in the present study. The wheel edge radius increases from model 1 to model 3. Model 4, 5, 6 are
produced by adding grooves to models 1, 2, 3 respectively. Model 7 has no grooves but includes wheel
wells. Model 8 is produced by adding grooves to model 7. Model 9 has no grooves but includes chines
and interior/exterior wheels wells. Model 10 has grooves and chines, but the interior/exterior wheel wells
are capped.
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3. Visualization Results
3.1. Upper Flow Region
The flow region above the landing-gear wheels is treated in this section. This region is marked in Figure
1c as the upper flow region. The flow in this region is under the direct influence of the main strut.
Visualization of the streaklines above the wheels revealed that the interior streaklines (i.e., the flow
between the wheels) pursue two distinct behaviors. They either remain attached to the inner surface of the
wheels and move smoothly around the wheel edge (as shown in the left image in Figure 4) or they
separate from the inner surface of the wheel and moves into the wake of the main strut (as shown in the
right image in Figure 4).

Figure 4. Two distinct modes observed in the interior streaklines: (i) attached (on the left) and (ii)
separated (on the right). Both images shown from investigations of model 3.
Long-time records of the upper flow streaklines for the seven different wheel models showed that the
interior streaklines of any given model, within the 10 minute observation time, can change from being
attached to being separated. However, most models exhibited a dominant/favored flow behavior for the
majority of the observation period. Linking the dominant flow mode to the model geometry shows that an
increase in the edge radius of the wheels promotes attachment, the presence of interior wheel wells
promotes separation, and the presence of either grooves or chines has no effect on the interior streaklines.
It is clearly discernible from the image provided in Figure 5 that, during the mode when the interior
streaklines separate from the inner surface of the wheel, the flow along the perimeter of the wheel and the
flow separating from the interior of the wheels bifurcate into different directions. Immediately
downstream of the model, a vortical structure forms periodically between the streaklines originating from
the interior region and the perimeter of the wheel. The right image in Figure 6 shows the formation of this
vortical structure within the separated region. This vortical structure is neither vertical nor horizontal (its
core does not align with Y or Z axis), instead it has the shape of the wheel outline and due to this
orientation is termed slant vorticity. This structure formed periodically within the separated region but
was not observed to form during the mode when the interior streaklines remain attached to the inner
surface of the wheels as is clear in the left image of Figure 6.
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Figure 5. Bifurcation of the streaklines between the interior and perimeter flow and the formation of the
slant vortex.

Figure 6. Comparison between streakline behavior in attached and separated flow situations. Left image
shows attached flow, results shown for model 3. Right image shows separation with the formation of slant
vorticity, results shown for model 1.
3.2. Center Flow Region
This section presents the findings from the central flow region, which is designated in the sketch of Figure
1c. This region is directly influenced by the presence of both the main strut and the axle.
The images in Figure 7 show the streakline patterns in the flow region between the two wheels at an
arbitrary instant in time. Note that the particular instant shown in this figure for each case represents the
representative state that prevails over the 10-minute-long continuous visualization recording for that
configuration. Herein, the consideration is given to three different wheel models. The first and second row
of images in Figure 7 depict the streakline images for models 2 and 3, respectively. These two models
have the simplest geometry (no grooves, wells or chines); the wheel model 2 has an edge radius of 1.5cm,
while model 3 has an increased edge radius of 2cm. The last row shows the images for model 7, which is
the model that has interior wells but no grooves or chines. The flow visualization was conducted in two
planes, marked as plane A and B in Figure 7. The visualization plane A is selected to pass 1cm above the
axle and the corresponding images are provided in the first column of Figure 7. Plane B, on the other
hand, passes through the center of the axle and hence shows the direct influence of the axle to the flow.
Patterns from plane B are given in the second column in Figure 7.
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The long-time visualization of the streaklines in the plane further from the axle (plane A) showed that
flow mostly separates from the interior surface of the wheel for the model that has a smaller edge radius
(model 2) as shown in the top left image in Figure 7. For a wheel with much rounder edges (model 3),
however, the flow in this plane generally continues to remain attached to the interior surface of the wheel
till the wheel aft (middle left image in Figure 7). Inclusion of the interior wheel wells resulted in a
separated flow as shown in the bottom left image in Figure 7. These observations are consistent with the
observed attached/separated behavior visualized in the upper flow region discussed previously.
For both models 2 and 3, images at the level of the axle (plane B) show a large recirculation region with
high levels of turbulent mixing, presumably due to the presence of the axle in this plane (top right and
middle right images in Figure 7). An unexpected flows structure develops with the presence of the interior
wheel wells in plane B. As can be seen in the bottom left image of Figure 7 and in the images of Figure 8,
the streaklines flow into the interior wheel wells and then eject in a highly unsteady and erratic fashion in
the cross-stream direction. This flow phenomena is identified as a potential source of noise.

Figure 7. Change in the interior flow structure with the wheel model geometry. (A) The visualization
plane is 1cm above the axle (B) the visualization plane passes through the center of the axle.
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Figure 8. A closer look at the cross-stream ejection of interior flow from the wheel wells. Results are
shown for model 7.
The effects of chines and/or outboard (exterior) wheel wells were investigated by comparing the flow
streaklines for three wheel models (models 7, 9, and 10). Figure 9 shows the streakline patterns at the
level of the wheel centerline for those models. The model with chines (middle image in Figure 9) results
in a larger recirculation region on the outer surface of the wheel compared to that with exterior wells only
(left image of Figure 9). The inclusion of chines directs the separating exterior flow further away from the
model surface. Chines are included in Bombardier nose landing gear wheels to direct ground water to the
sides with the aim of preventing water from entering the rear-mounted engines. Addition of exterior
wheels wells along with chines slightly increases the size of the recirculation region even further (right
image in Figure 9).

Figure 9. Effect of chines and exterior wheel wells on the outboard flow (models 7,10,9 are shown from
left to right, respectively).
3.3. Lower Flow Region
This section presents the findings from the lower flow region, which is also marked in Figure 1c. This
region is defined as the flow region at the ground side of wheels and is not directly influenced by the main
strut or axle.
In this region, large scale roll-up structures were observed to form in the near wake, as shown in Figure
10a.The formation of these structures is discussed in steps. The hydrogen bubble sheet in the near-wake
first deflects gradually down (around the region marked by line 1 in Figure 10a). The dark region forming
immediately downstream of this region shows the movement of the hydrogen bubble sheet out of the
illumination level. The hydrogen bubble sheet then moves upward at a downstream distance of 1.8-2.3D
from the wheel centers (around the region marked by line 2 in Figure 10a). This upward movement can
clearly be seen in Figure 10c, which shows the lower flow region from another angle of view. Further
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downstream (in the region marked by line 3 in Figure 10a), the streaklines form two roll-ups of opposite
rotational orientation. These vortical structures have an axis of rotation aligned with the z direction (see
Figure 10d). These observations are summarized with a sketch in Figure 10b: first downward and then
upward deflection of streaklines, and eventual formation of two opposite-orientation vortices. This
structure was observed to form periodically in the near-wake.
Temporal evolution and convection of these large-scale, complex structures can be seen in Figure 11.
Three representative sequential patterns are shown in this figure to depict the variation of formation
frequency of these structures. This variation is apparent by the distance between the two key points,
marked by C1 and C2 in Figure 11. Observations in Figure 11 shows that: (i) in some instances, structures
form quickly in such a manner that they are combined into a single structure downstream (as seen in the
first column of Figure 11); (ii) in other instances, C1 and C2 are far apart and very distinct (as seen in the
second and third columns of Figure 11). This variation in the structure formation distance was found to
change on the order of minutes.

Figure 10. Formation of roll-up structures in near wake of bottom flow region. Results are shown for
model 1.
4. Conclusion
The current research made use of a water channel facility and the hydrogen bubble visualization
technique to investigate the unsteady flow topology developing around a simplified two-wheel landing
gear model. Identified flow structures have been linked to individual geometric parameters by including
several wheel models of varying geometric complexity. In the upper flow region, the interior streaklines
(i.e., the flow between the wheels) either separate from the inner surface of the wheel and form a slant
vortex in the near-wake, or remain attached to the inner surface of the wheel till the aft of the wheel.
Increasing the wheel edge radius is seen to promote the attached mode. In the central flow region,
inclusion of interior wheel wells promotes separation and results in a high-speed cross-stream ejection of
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the interior flow. This jet-like flow ejection is identified as a potential noise source. Chines and exterior
wells are found to increase the size of the outboard recirculation region by directing the flow outward. In
the lower flow region (below the wheels), the near wake has been found to contain periodically forming,
complex large-scale structures. Streaklines in this region first move gradually downward an then upward,
eventually forming two vortices of opposite orientation. The frequency of formation of these structures
has been analyzed based on the distances between the fundamental points in the visualized structures.
This frequency was found to vary in time. The presented topology is based on purely qualitative results.
Further investigations utilizing quantitative techniques, such as PIV and V3V, is recommended to verify
and advance the understandings of the complex formations within this flow.

Figure 11. Temporal evolution and convection of the large-scale complex roll-up structure in the lower
flow region. Change in the formation frequency apparent by the changing distance between C1-C2,
Column A = 0.96D, Column B = 1.29D, Column C = 1.78D. Results are shown for model 1.
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